Winter Wolf: A Werewolf Romance On Snow (Axton and Leander Book 1)

Imagine having almost everything you want: a place of your own, mountains to climb, woods
to roam--and above all, privacy. Its Axtons definition of paradise, because a werewolf needs
his space and his secrets. Hes the resident recluse of a sleepy, far flung town hours away from
his cabin in the woods, but theres more than one hidden truth in Axtons life. The lycanthropys
enough to make a hermit out of him, but its the fact that Axtons gay and closeted that keeps
him shy. Friendship--let alone romance--isnt an option. Without a pack for support, Axton has
to protect his secrets himself. And that means being careful. Alls well in the shapeshifters life
until the day a well meaning human decides to vacation in the cabin next door. At first Axton
wants nothing to do with his new neighbor, but Leander Avilez is a dream: young, strapping,
manly. As if its not enough that Leanders gorgeous, hes also charming. Axton finds himself
falling hard. But visions of sweet romance arent in the realistic picture: Leanders thoroughly
human. Axtons terrified of intimacy with someone who doesnt know his secret, because his
change isnt forced by the full moon. Whenever Axtons hurt or surprised or on edge, he goes
wolf--and he cant stop it. How is he supposed to keep his lycanthropy a secret from his new
neighbor? And how is he going to hide his growing and undeniable attraction? And why does
Leander have to be straight, with a long list of ex girlfriends? When Leander goes back to his
life in Los Angeles, Axton can breathe a sigh of relief. Theres moose to hunt and chores to do,
and Axton doesnt have the time for a whirlwind werewolf romance, no matter how compelling
the fiction of his erotic daydreams might be. But just when Axtons settled back into the
werewolf bachelor groove, Leander comes back for another vacation--and then another, and
another. They grow closer in time, but as drunken confessional conversations show, Leanders
still straight and, oh, yeah, still totally human. Leander is two types of forbidden temptation at
once, and Axton doesnt know how long he can stand it. Whats a gay werewolf to do? After
Leander stumbles across what looks like a big bad wolf in the woods one day, hes
understandingly a little panicked. Axton feels fifty shades of irrationally rejected by Leanders
fear, and its what finally makes him kiss his gay bromance-turned-romance dreams goodbye.
The stakes are upped when Leander visits during a brutal winter, just before the blizzard of the
decade hits. The cabins arent winter proofed, because Axton spends all winter comfortably in
his werewolf skin. For a human, the cabins are uncomfortable at best, and skittering towards
dangerous as the storm worsens. Its Leander who decides they need to share a cabin and tough
out the storm together--and if it was hard to keep his lycanthropy a secret before, Axtons got
no idea how to keep Leander from waking up to a face full of fur and teeth now, with
temperatures plummeting and emotions running high. But its when skies clear and a hike goes
wrong that things really go deadly. Alone in the snow and hurt, how long can Leander
survive? Will Axton find him in time? And when face to face with a wolf, will Leander be
struck silent with wonder, or will he fight for his life? Treat yourself to this exciting new
book! Blending romance and humor into a struggle for survival, Winter Wolf is a sweet, hot
story thats sure to please. Curl up with Axton and Leander this winter and let this shapeshifter
romance take you away. Remember to click on the Look Inside feature for a quick preview of
Winter Wolf!
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Wayne: torispelling.com: Kindle Store. Amazon: Buy Link Winter Wolf: A Werewolf
Romance On Snow Without a pack for support, Axton has to protect his secrets himself. And
why does Leander have to be straight, with a long list of ex girlfriends? this story, one of the
most profound werewolf books I have read because the author showed.
Winter Wolf (Axton & Leander, #1) by S.P. Wayne. Winter Wolf: A Werewolf Romance On
Snow (Axton and Leander Book 1) - Kindle edition by. Winter Wolf: A Werewolf Romance
On Snow (Axton and Leander Book 1) â€“ Kindle edition by S.P. Wayne. Download it once
and read it on your. Wayne also excels in setting a scene; one of the stars of Winter Wolf is the
mountain wilderness itself, snowy and unforgiving. That said, if you like a good werewolf
book (and not just a romance book â€“ there's so much more. Romance Space Shifters
Chronicles Book 1 Pdf ebook wolf winter free pdf online download download winter wolf a
werewolf romance on snow axton and leander download alpha wanted part 1 paranormal wolf
shifter.
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